Modules

In Tiki, a module is simply a box of content that can be placed in layout areas (eg: topbar, left, right, bottom, etc) and also in text areas (eg: wiki pages). All modules are included with the default Tiki installation.
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- Modules Revamp

Open wishes

[+]

Pending wishes

[+]

Closed wishes

[+]

New module: search page name, search text, edit page

Marc Laporte

Feature request

Dogfood on a *.tiki.org site

Less than 30-minutes fix

Jonny Bradley

'Last Changed' module formatting is inconsistent

jhwheuer

Usability

Consistency

Top bar and similar Modules going full width causing visual disruption

Nelson Ko

Release Blocker

upcoming_events module: only remove event when the event is over

Marc Laporte

Usability

Franck Martin

BBASH-06 Oct

Visibility ->
section does not works for "wiki page"G.Urban

- Error

2015-04-130

Module "articles" not filtering for language lang=XX
Torsten Fabricius ☺️

- Regression

2015-05-29

Module order gets reset to 1 on save
lucia.sh d' being ‍♂️

- Usability

2016-04-04

Clicking the control panels in the new Admin module does nothing
lucia.sh d' being ‍♂️

- Usability
- Community projects
- Dogfood on a *.tiki.org site

2019-02-04

Allow for rss feeds to use description data instead of title data for items (a la Yahoo Weather)
kingspin2k

- Feature request

2017-06-180

Updated items should have permissions checking
mrisch

- Error

2006-06-070

Javascript toggle is broken
mrisch

- Error

2008-06-072

Categories mod breaks browse_categories
mrisch

- Error

2008-04-252

Easier module management for Tiki admins
Marc Laporte

- Feature request

Marc Laporte2010-01-140

dev.tiki.org: module title background color is a different red that the rest
Marc Laporte

- Consistency
2014-08-03
marclaporte-31 Jul 14 Babelfish links module no longer works
  • Error

2013-02-07
Expanding the Excersise Plugin so that user data is stored in databases
  • Feature request

2013-03-05
Admin Modules reverts to first tab (become totally unusable)
  • Regression
  • Release Blocker

2014-06-24
since_last_visit on doc.tw.o doesn't link to individual new files but to their gallery
  • Usability
  • Dogfood on a *.tiki.org site
  • Regression

2014-02-18
last_tracker_items module: wrong sort order
  • Error

2013-11-24
since_last_visit module should list calendar too
  • Feature request

2019-02-28
since_last_visit module should list calendar too
  • Feature request

13.x: Profiles with "random header images" stopped working as expected compared to 12.x
2014-07-13
Admin/Assign module interface broken
• Regression
• Release Blocker

2015-03-21
Not possible to set a different module than the first one with the MODULE plugin
• Error
• Regression

Jonny Bradley 2019-06-30
New permission to administer modules (tiki_p_admin_modules)
Marc Laporte 2010-01-25
Usability

2010-01-25
Incorrect permission check to delete freetags from objects in
Rick Sapir / Tiki for Smarties 610 easy60
• Error
• Less than 30-minutes fix

2010-01-18
Never show two login boxes
Rick Sapir / Tiki for Smarties 2018-03-250
Meanwhile impressive

2010-01-18
PluginModule interface Crash on Custom Module Insert jcarter 8864
• Usability

manivannans 2013-11-02
pascalstjean 20 Oct 13 Incorrect permission check to delete freetags from objects in Rick Sapir / Tiki for Smarties 610 easy60

manivannans 2013-11-23
pascalstjean 23 Nov 13 Incorrect permission check to delete freetags from objects in Rick Sapir / Tiki for Smarties 610 easy60

"Most
Active Users" (module users_rank) broken link on username luciash d' being [edit] 70 easy

- Usability

manivannans 2017-01-10
4⭐️ 1⭐️ 1⭐️ 1⭐️ 4⭐️ 3⭐️ 1⭐️ 1⭐️ 1⭐️ 1⭐️ 1⭐️ 1⭐️ 1⭐️ 1⭐️ 1⭐️ 1⭐️ 1⭐️ (0) 🔍 Assign new module at tiki-admin_modules.php using Chosen is wonky

Marc Laporte 2017-01-10 easy 80

- Feature request

manivannans 2013-11-032
4⭐️ 1⭐️ 1⭐️ 1⭐️ 4⭐️ 3⭐️ 1⭐️ 1⭐️ 1⭐️ 1⭐️ 1⭐️ 1⭐️ 1⭐️ 1⭐️ 1⭐️ 1⭐️ 1⭐️ (0) 🔍 Error when creating a module on Tiki17

Bernard Sfez / Tiki Specialist 2017-01-10 high 990

- Regression
- Release Blocker

Jonny Bradley 2017-07-090

Modules